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ABI SM 18/22 HD
Drilling, piling and pressing-in rig no. 3-42609

Drilling, piling and pressing-in rig 
The rig can be equipped with various tools all run-
ning on the leader. The engine of the base rig drives 
all tools mounted on the rig without using separate 
power pack.

The leader is made in one piece (not telescopic). 
This makes it very stiff and stable in any direction. 
Furthermore, the horizontal bearing capacity of the 
leader is rather high, which makes the rig suitable 
for heavy sheet piling and drilling work.

A hydraulic cylinder mounted inside the leader can 
produce a max downward pressure of 15 tons and a 
max upward pressure of 40 tons. This is necessary 
when heavy drilling equipment filled with earth is to 
be pulled up after completed drilling work.

The entire leader can be turned to both sides. A 
5-tons hoisting winch is mounted on the top of the 
leader.

Mob/demob of the entire rig with vibrator or auger 
motor takes approx. 2½ hours. Change between 
auger motor and vibrator takes approx. 2½ hours.

Please note that the transport dimensions of the rig 
are rather big, and furthermore, the rig is heavy 
and requires much space at the construction site.

Vibrator
Equipped with a vibrator, the rig is able to vibrate 
and pitch sheet piles, HEB profiles or the like. The 
clamp of the vibrator fits a HE300B. The high-fre-
quency vibrator operates with resonant free start 
and stop and with a maximum of 2600 rpm. It is 
possible to vary both the number of revolutions and 
the eccentric moment. Together with the resonant 
free start and stop, it is possible to fit the effect and 
mode of operation of the vibrator to the specific 
task and to the soil conditions, thereby reducing the 
vibration level of buildings near the site.

Auger drilling
When drilling with a CFA auger, the drill bit is normally 
mounted with chisels making it possible to drill in hard 
morainic of sandy deposits.

The CFA augers are hollow (tubes), and with a flush 
head in the middle of the auger motor, it is possible 
to pump e.g. concrete or bentonite down through the 
auger bit and out through the drill bit. In this way, the 
borehole can be filled or stabilized as the auger is being 
pulled up. Furthermore, air pressure can be used to 
loosen the drilled material from the auger.

VDW drilling
VDW drilling is made with a double auger motor that 
rotates auger and casing down into the ground simul-
taneously, so that the ground is stabilised during the 
entire drilling. When the final drilling depth is reached, 
concrete can be pumped down through the auger, and 
at the same time the equipment is pulled up. The piles 
that are thus cast in the ground can be established 
with an overlap, so that a secant pile wall is created. 
The VDW drilling equipment allows drilling very close 
to existing buildings and foundations. Under favourable 
conditions, drilling can be made with a distance of 15 
cm between the wall and the circumference of the pile. 
Please see our data sheet about secant pile walls.

For each pile, the VDW drilling can be documented by 
electronic collection of the drilling data (drilling depth, 
amount of concrete casted, concrete pressure during 
casting, prestressing pressure, etc.) A drilling journal 
with the collected data can be printed.

Pressing-in of sheet piles
Equipment for static pressing-in of different types of 
sheet piles can be mounted on the rig.
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Contact
Per Aarsleff A/S
Ground Engineering
info@aarsleff.com
Tlf. +45 8744 2222

Aarsleff ’s Piling division is one of Europe’s 
leading piling contractors, and we undertake 
a wide variety of piling, drilling and foundation 
projects in Denmark and abroad. We have 
offices in Poland, Sweden, Germany and the UK.

Our extensive fleet ranges from mini piling rigs 
to large specialised machines and covers fully  
hydraulic piling and drilling rigs as well as 
cranes and vibrators.



Specifications

Model ABI SM 18/22 HD
Leader Fixed, please see drawing for length etc.
Leader, swivelling around vertical axis Plus/minus 90˚
Max forward inclination 4˚ (14:1)
Max backward inclination 5˚ (11,5:1)
Max lateral inclination 4˚ (14:1)
Max pile length with vibrator MRZV 925VS 21 metres 
Downward pressure 15 tons
Upward pull 40 tons
Max torsion of leader 20 tons/metre 
Engine size and diesel emission 570 kW, stage 3, cf. EU standard
Vibrator MRZV 24 VV
Auger motor VDW 8360
Winch/auxiliary winch 5-tons hoisting winch mounted on leader top
Transport weight with ballast 82.8 tons
Transport weight without ballast 67.1 tons (15.4 tons of ballast can be dismounted)
Weight in operational mode without hammer 82.8 tons
Surface pressure (with max operative weight) 3.1 kg/cm2.

VDW auger motor 8360

Turning moment for casing Max 8.3 tm
Turning moment for auger Max 4.15 tm
Weight Approx. 4500 kg.

Vibrator MRZV 24 VV

Centrifugal force at max. rpm 1200 kN
Static moment 0-24 kgm
Max rpm 2600 rpm
Dynamic weight incl. clamp 2840 kg
Total weight incl. clamp 4325 kg
Max pile weight 3000 kg.

Standard equipment

• Vibrator MRZV 24 VV (resonant free)
• Auger motor VDW 8360
• Hydraulic outlet for VDW drilling equipment, Hydro Press and Twin Mix equipment.

Drilling equipment

• Auger and VDW casing, DN526 mm. Max drilling depth 14 m (19 m on request)
• Auger and VDW casing, DN621 mm. Max drilling depth 14 m (19 m on request)
• Work cage
• 10" equipment container
• 17" container for crew’s accommodation
• Diesel tank. 27
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Transport position

All measurements are in mm

Additional equipment (on request)

• Hydro-Press-System for pressing in of sheet piles.


